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Abstract—Colors plays a vitally important role in the world in
which we live. Color can sway thinking, change actions and cause
reactions. This paper sketches the many stages of operations
involved in the conversion of PLC and SCADA color mixing
mechanism towards a fully automated color making machine
using Arduino. The preliminarystage of the design focuses on
passing the inputs of color mixing with the selection of color in
MATLAB GUIand making process with primary colors. With
the help of mixing tanks all colors coming from the process will
be mixed in the required proportion. Color will be mixed using
mixed motor. Generally from RBY colors, twelve colors will be
made with different proportions.The Arduino is used for the
internal storage of instruction for the implementing function such
as logic, sequencing, timing, counting and arithmetic to control
through digital or analog input / output modules various types of
machines processes.
Index Terms— Arduino, Automated, Color, MATLAB GUI,
Mixing, Process.

I. INTRODUCTION
ver the years the demand for high quality, greater
productivity and automated machines has increased in the
industrial sector of different plants.Many plants require
continuous monitoring and inspection at frequent intervals.
There are possibilities of errors in measuringand various
stages involved with human workers. Thispaper takes a
sincere attempt to explain the advantagesthe companies will
face by implementing automation intothem. The process
control of color, making which is the most significant
processin any color plant like dyeing, paints, food beverage
industry and its automation are the precise effort of this
paper.In order to automate a color plant and minimize human
intervention, there is a need to develop a MATLAB GUI and
Arduino.In the coding process of this implementation with
thecontroller, it requires a fast and efficient processingwhich

O

on the other partdepends on the length and subroutines of the
coding process. Thus, it provides a realchallenge with systems
involving.
A. Primary Pigment Color Model
RYB (red–yellow–blue) is ahistorical set of colors used in
subtractivecolor mixing, and is onecommonly used set
ofprimary colors. It is primarily used in art anddesign
education, particularly painting. It predates the modern
scientific color theory,which demonstrated that magenta,
yellow, andcyanare
the best set of three colorants to combine, for the widest range
of High-chroma colors.
B. Color Wheel
RYB make up the primary colorcriteria, designing
standard artist's color wheel. Thesecondary (violet-orangegreen) makes up another triad. Triad’scolors (purple–
orange– green) sometimes called (violet–orange–green)
makes up another triad. Triadsare formed by three
equidistant colors on a particular color wheel.
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1 Red + 1 Yellow + 1 Blue = Black
If only two of the three primary colors are mixed in equal
amounts, the result is a secondary color:
1 Red + 1 Yellow = Orange
1 Blue + 1 Yellow = Green
1 Red + 1 Blue = Violet
II. EXISTING METHOD

Figure: 1 Color Wheel
C. Color Mixing Ratio
To create a wide range of new colors, primary colors can be
mixed using a variety of different quantities of color in
proportion to each other. Mixing paints, pigments, or dyes by
using proportional color mixing formulas ensures that a
specific color can be duplicated, which allows an artist to
provide consistency and predictability in color mixing.
Proportional color mixing can involve simple ratios, like
using twice as much red as yellow, or complex formulas,
suchas mixing one part red, two parts blue, and three parts
yellow. Each combination will produce a new and interesting
result.
The attached color mixing poster outlines some additional
formulas for mixing colors proportionately. The most
commonly used proportional color formulas involve mixing
two parts of a primary color to one part of a different primary
color to create a tertiary color as outlined below;
2 Red + 1 Blue = Magenta
2 Blue + 1 Red = Purple
2 Blue + 1 Yellow = Teal
2 Yellow + 1 Blue = Chartreuse
2 Yellow + 1 Red = Amber
2 Red + 1 Yellow = Vermilion

Some factories still mix colors manual so conventional
equipment systems are prone to errors due to the involvement
of humans in the data collection and processing using
complicated mathematical expressions. Thendevelopeda PLC
(Programmable Logic Controller) and SCADA(Supervisory
control and data acquisition) color mixing plant. The main
reservoir and the plant, where the process is taking place are
situated far apart physically .All the process of this system is
automatically done, like this sensing of the raw color material,
opening and closing of the valve (in tank).There's too much
work required in connecting wires, difficulty with changes or
replacements and difficult to find errors. When a problem
occurs, hold-up time is indefinite, usually long. Using of
valve, the pigment flows are changing on the content of
storage tanks. So in this project use Arduino and pumping
motor to overcome the existing system drawbacks.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this proposed color mixing system we use the Arduino as
a controller.It is an open-source electronics prototyping
platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software.
To install the MATLAB in offline computer or laptop and
develop a programmatically GUI apps with user interface of
color selection. The implementation of the process should
provide the user can select one of the twelve colors which are
shown on the MATLAB GUI and the serial data are sent to
the Arduino via the USB TTL serial interface.The program is
pre-written into the Arduino which is programmed according
to process.Based on color selection, the pigment flow is
controlled by the Arduino through the relay circuit and the
mixture of colors will be mixed in the container by mixer
motor.

Additional depth can be added to color by adding white,
black, or gray in proportional amounts. Mixing color with
white produces a tint. Mixing color with black produces a
shade. Mixing a color with gray, created from equal amounts
of black and white, creates a tone.
The most basic of color mixing formulas involves mixing
equal amounts of two or more colors together.When all three
primary colors are added equally the end result is black:
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A.

Block Diagram

Figure: 2 Block Diagram of Color Mixing Machine
B. MATLAB GUI
The graphical user interface (GUI ), is a type of user
interface that
allows users to interact
with
electronic
devices through graphical icons and visual indicators such as
secondary notation, instead of text-based user interfaces, typed
command labels or text navigation.
GUIs were introduced in reaction to the perceived
steep learning curve of command-line interfaces (CLIs), which
require commands to be typed on a computer keyboard and
provide point-and-click control of software applications,
eliminating the need to learn a language or type commands in
order to run the application.

GUIDE (GUI development environment) provides tools to
design user interfaces for custom apps. Using the GUIDE
Layout Editor, you can graphically design your UI. GUIDE
then automatically generates the MATLAB code for
constructing the UI, which you can modify to program the
behavior of your app.
For more control over design and development, you can
also create MATLAB code that defines all component
properties and behaviors. MATLAB contains built-in
functionality to help you create the GUI for your app
programmatically.
B. Arduino Pro Mini
The Arduino
Pro
Mini is
an
ATmega328 based
microcontroller board. The board comes with built-in Arduino
boot loader. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can
be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, an on-board
resonator, a reset button, and holes for mounting pin headers.
The board can be connected to the PC using USB port and the
board can runs on USB power.There are two version of the
Pro Mini. One runs at 3.3V and 8 MHz, the other at 5V and
16 MHz

Figure: 4 Arduino Pro Mini
The Pro Mini’s pretty…mini, measuring in at just
1.3x0.70". It’s about ⅙th the size of the Arduino Uno. The
compact size is great for projects where you may need to fit
the Arduino into a tiny enclosure, but it also means that the
Pro Mini is not physically compatible with Arduino shields.
The Atmega16U2-based USB circuitry had to be eliminated
for us to make the Pro Mini. The absence of this circuit means
an external component, the FTDI Basic Breakout, is required
to upload code to the Arduino Pro Mini.
Figure: 3 MATLAB GUI
MATLAB® apps are self-contained MATLAB programs
with GUI front ends that automate a task or calculation. The
GUI typically contains controls such as menus, toolbars,
buttons, and sliders. Many MATLAB products, such as Curve
Fitting Toolbox™, Signal Processing Toolbox™, and Control
System Toolbox™ include apps with custom user interfaces.
App Designer is an environment for building MATLAB
apps. It integrates the two primary tasks of app
building―laying out the visual components and programming
app behavior―and allows you to quickly move between
visual design in the canvas and code development in an
integrated version of the MATLAB Editor.

C. USBtoTTL Serial Interface
Adopt imported controller RS232 TTL, which can stabilize
the flash with high-speed 500mA self-recovery fuse for
protection.
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Figure: 5 USB to TTL Serial Adapter
Two data transmission indicator can monitor data transfer
status in real time. Reserve 3.3V and 5V pin interface, easy for
DDWRT of different voltage system that needs power. The
entire board is coated by a high quality transparent heatshrinkable sleeve, making the PCB in insulation state from
outside, so that the board won’t burnt down by a
materialshortcut.
D. Relay
A relay is a type of switch that provides connection between
a low power circuit and a high power circuit.
Electromechanical relays are the most commonly used relays
and consists of a coil that acts as an electromagnet and moving
contacts.
Generally, a relay consists of five terminals: two coil
terminals, a common terminal (COMM), a normally open
terminal (NO) and a normally closed terminal (NC).



Pumping motor (AC 220V240V 50HZ 6W) —
Pumpsare used to move or raise liquids. It has two
general types, hydrostatic andpumps depending on
dynamic forces.Here only consider hydrostatic
positive displacement pumps.They have a piston or
equivalent moving in a closely-fitting cylinder and
forces are exerted onthe liquid by motion of the piston.
The pump is the syringe, filled by withdrawing the
piston andemptied by pressing it back in, as its port is
immersed in the fluid or removed from it.

F. Operation
The project work consists ofthree distributionbuffer storage
tanks, which consist of Red, Blue and Yellow color pigment
respectively.This distribution takes place automatically using
Arduino. The program is pre-written into the Arduino which is
programmedaccording to the user selection of twelve color in
GUI and fill required litre in the edit bar. The part of
MATLAB is solelyto provide user interface which when
interrupted sends datato Arduino via the USB TTL serial
interface. The Arduino replies if necessary and does the task
assigned to pumping motor through the relay. The pumping
motor is fixed into the bufferstorage tank and its pump out the
pigment to the mixing container. The mixing is a unit
operation that involves manipulation of a heterogeneous colors
intent to make it more homogeneous color by mixing motor.
Finally,the required color is well-found in the mixer container.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure: 6 Relay 12VDC/7A
Circuits that operate at high voltages or at high currents
cannot be controlled directly by an Arduino. Instead, you use a
low-voltage control signal from the Arduino to control a relay,
which is capable of handling and switching high-voltage or
high-power circuits. A relay consists of an electromagnet that,
when energized, causes a switch to close or open. Relays
provide complete electrical isolation between the control
circuit and the circuit being controlled.
A low power signal from a Arduino is given to the coil
(usually through a transistor) and the other three terminals i.e.
NO, NC and COMM are connected to the high voltage supply
along with the load.
E. Electric Motor
The electric motor is an electrical machine that converts
electrical energy into mechanical energy. It operate through
the interaction between an electric motor’s magnetic field and
winding currents to generator force. It has several type of
motors depends on the application. Here only considered
mixing motor and pumping motor.
 Mixing motor (4.5-5V) — It is a class of rotary
electrical machines. The mixing is a unit operation that
involves manipulation of a heterogeneous physical
system with the intent to make it more homogeneous.

This method that has to be used relies on variedobjectives
like low cost, compact system,superior quality, increased
efficiency and high profit. With theprime objective of catering
to these necessities and theneeds of the industrial sector,
significance has beengiven by this automation.
V. CONCLUSION
The present system will provide a great deal of
automationby using Arduino and it can increase productivity
& replacehumans in task done in dangerous environment.
Benefit of replacing human in plant reduce operationtime &
increase consistency of output.
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